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Lisbon PopOut Map: pop-up city street map of Lisbon city centre - folded pocket size travel map

with transit map includedContents include maps of:* Lisbon centre &amp; city* Metropolitan area*

Metro* BelÃƒÂ©mThe ultimate pocket map of Lisbon!Explore Lisbon with the help of this genuinely

pocket-sized, pop-up map. Small in size, yet big on detail, this compact, dependable city map will

ensure you don&#39;t miss a thing.* Includes two pop-up maps covering greater Lisbon and the city

centre* Additional maps covering the metropolitan area, BelÃƒÂ©m and the Metro are also

included* Handy, self-folding tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive

coverage of the city in an easy-to-use format* Thorough street index is also featured and

cross-referenced to the map so you can easily find your destination* Hotels, restaurants, stores and

attractions are all included

Series: PopOut Maps

Map: 2 pages
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Founded in 1993 in Bath, England, PopOut Maps have established themselves as a best-selling

range of pocket-sized city maps. Featuring a central and greater crop of the city, plus smaller maps

of popular tourist areas and a transportation map to navigate the city, the PopOut has everything

you need to discover your chosen destination. Our striking map designs feature: Easy to read icons

and fonts Patented, self-folding, durable format Assured reliability and accuracy Clear and logical

navigation with cross-referenced indexes to all streets and places of interest Eye-catching,

laminated cover designs



Very disappointed in this and the one I ordered for Barcellona. An older edition of this product (for

Dublin) included not just the detailed street map, but a numerous page text recommending sights to

see, restaurants, museums and spots featuring live music.Detailed map of Madrid was fine, but the

product lacked a several page booklet that was included as part of it on a listing of museums,

historical spots, restaurants, list of bars and pubs featuring live music. I was very disappointed in

this product especially because an older pop out map of Dublin had included such helpful info.

Love Pop Out Maps and this is no exception. I buy them every time I travel to a new city. Readable,

portable and accurate. What more can one ask for in a map!?

Popout maps are the best maps ever for travelling around Europe and not feeling like a giant tourist.

Compact and ideal content. Wish these were available for everywhere!!

Nice map. Print is a bit small

Haven't used yet but feels and looks very accurate to the big map I have. Bought this to put in purse

as a back up.

Love these maps. Small enough to fit in a pocket, well designed. Love them, love them.

Recommend you purchase one for each city you visit. However, after much use the page tears

easily, but by then it's so worn it becomes part of the charm and memory.

Does not provide adequate coverage of all of Madrid, especially to the north and west.

Nice compact fully detailed map.
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